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Part-A (Objective) =20
Part-B (Descriptive) =50

(PART-B: Descriptive)

Duration: 2 hrs. 40 mins. Marks: 50

Answer any five of the following questions:

1. Write briefly on ethnic diversities found in your state. (10)

2. Mentioning the provisions under the sixth Schedule ofIndian Constitution, give

your comments for its justifications or against such provisions. (10)

3. Explain with data the tribal-nontribal distribution of population and literacy

. differentials in NE India. (5+5=10)

4. Explain present status of women in NE India. (10)

5. Name three matrilineal communities of Meghalaya and explain the system of

•...-..,inheritance of property among them. (3+7=10)

6. Write a brief note on the traditional and modem political systems functioning in NE

India. (5+5=10)

7. Alcoholism is a socio-cultural problem in NE India - Explain. Name five insurgent

organizations ofNE India. (5+5=10)

8. Write short notes on- (2.5x4=10)

a) Dowry, b) Bride price, c) Child labour & d) Unemployment
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(PART A- Objective Type)

I. Choose the correct answer: 1x20=20

1. . was a princely state in NE India, during the British time.
a) Assam b) Meghalaya
c) Mizoram d) Tripura

2. Meghalaya has become a separate state in the year?
a)1972 b) 1872 c) 1964 d) None

3. Jamatia is a major tribal community of:
a) Assam b) Meghalaya
c) Tripura d) Nagaland

4. Proportion of urbanization is highest in:
a) Tripura b) Assam
c) Manipur d) Mizoram

5. Monpa is a community predominantly found in:
a) Itanagar b) Tawang
c) Longding d) Zero

6. Ancestral property is customarily inherited by youngest daughter among the:
a) Apatanis b) Assamese
c) Khasis d) Sumis

7. Number of communities is highest in:
a) Assam b) Arunachal Pradesh
c) Meghalaya d) Mizoram

8. The lowest total population is in the state of:
a) Arunachal Pradesh b) Mizoram
c) Nagaland d) Sikkim

9. The decadal population growth rate (2001-2011) is negative (-) in the state of:
a) Arunachal Pradesh b) Assam
c) Manipur d) Nagaland



IO.The community having highest proportion of population in Tripura is:
a) Bengali b) Jamatia
c) Assamese d) Tripuri

11.A plain tribe having largest population in Assam is:
a) Bodos b) Rabhas
c) Karbis d) Dimasas

12.Gender gap in literacy is lowest in the state of:
a) Assam b) Manipur
c) Mizoram d) Meghalaya

13.Autonomous District Councils are not found in:
a) Assam b) Arunachal Pradesh
c) Tripura d) Manipur

14.Prevalence rate ofHIV/AIDS is highest in:
a) Meghalaya b) Manipur
c) Nagaland d) Tripura

.At all India level, addiction of tobacco and heroin among children is highest in:
a) Delhi b) Punjab
c) Orissa d) Meghalaya

16.Highest proportion of Child labour is found in the sector:
a) Match Factories b) Carpet industries
c) Agriculture d) Lock industries

17.Child marriage in NE India is mostly found among the:
a) Assamese b) Meithies

~) Angamis d) Tea garden population

-18.BruNational Liberation Front formed in 1997, is an insurgent among the:
a) Mizos b) Reangs
c) Hmars d) Paites

9.The Golden Triangle of Drug Trafficking route enters into India from Myanmar through the
state of:
a) Arunachal Pradesh
c) Manipur

b) Nagaland
d) Mizoram

20.Unemployment rate is lowest in the state of:
a) Assam b) Arunachal Pradesh
c) Meghalaya d) Mizoram
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